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WHAT IS THE 
CLOUD?



Cloud computing is the on-demand delivery of IT resources 
over the Internet with pay-as-you-go pricing. 

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing 
services—including servers, storage, databases, networking, 
software, analytics, and intelligence.

Cloud computing is the on-demand availability of computing 
resources (such as storage and infrastructure), as services over 
the internet. 

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing resources as 
services, meaning that the resources are owned and managed 
by the cloud provider rather than the end user.





SO, DO YOU THINK 
CLOUD IS SECURE?



CLOUD PROVIDERS 
DO!



HACKERS DON’T



LET’S START



GETTING AWS IP RANGES



GETTING GCP IP RANGES



GETTING AZURE IP RANGES



GETTING DO IP RANGES



MERGING 
TOGETHER



MAPCIDR*
Slicing the IP ranges found for to a single list for distribution

*https://github.com/projectdiscovery/mapcidr



PORT 
SCANNER



Nmap: Detailed but slow for large-scale tasks.

RustScan: Fast but can be inaccurate; not suited for 
non-threaded batch processing.

Naabu: Adequate but not the quickest for advanced scanning.

Cloud computing is the on-demand delivery of IT resources 
over the Internet with pay-as-you-go pricing. 

TOOL RESEARCH - NOT GOOD FIT

Masscan: Extremely fast but lacks accuracy and consistency.



AND THE 
WINNER IS… 



ZMAP*
ZMap is a fast single packet network scanner designed for 

Internet-wide network surveys. 

*https://github.com/zmap/zmap



THE WORKFLOW  
GET WEB 
SERVICES





THE WORKFLOW  
IMPORT WEB 

DATA



GETTING THE WEB SERVERS



ELASTICSEARCH
Search engine based on the Lucene library. It provides a 
distributed, multitenant-capable full-text search engine 

with an HTTP web interface and schema-free JSON 
documents. 



THERE WAS 
NO TOOL OUT 

THERE TO 
IMPORT THIS 

TYPE OF DATA….



SO WE CREATED ONE 🎉



ELASTICSEARCH IMPORT



WEB SERVER DATA



CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES



NOW, THE FUN 
STUFF…



EXPOSURES



NO ADDITIONAL 
SCANS NEEDED…



HOW TO QUERY?



#1 DIRECTORY 
LISTING



DIRECTORY LISTING - 41,678 hits

Directory listing is a web 
server function that 

displays the directory 
contents when there is no 

index file in a specific 
website directory.

title: “Index of /” OR
title: “title: 

*Directory /*” OR 
title: “Directory 

Listing” 

● Corporate/Government 
documents and contracts

● Source Code disclosure
● Executables
● Logs
● CI/CD configurations and files
● …



#2 WHOOPS!



WHOOPS! Something is 
definitely wrong - 1211 hits

Debug mode enabled 
(Laravel) ending in ENV 

variables disclosure.

Title: “Whoops”



#3 Django



Django - API Endpoints - 17,758 
hits

Django Leaks API 
endpoints if DEBUG mode 
is enabled and there is no 

route at /.

title: "Page not found 
at /"



Django - Disallowed Hosts ENV 
Leakage - 14,087 hits

Django Leaks ENV 
variables endpoints if 

DEBUG mode is enabled 
and if sending request to 

direct IP on /.

title: 
"*DisallowedHost*"



#3 Swagger API



Swagger API Documentation - 
5,841 hits

Swagger API 
Documentation disclosed 

with OpenAPI API 
structure.

title: *Swagger*



LET’S SEE THE 
HTTP TITLES







Grafana Dashboard -  865 hits

Unauthenticated Grafana 
Dashboards

title: *Grafana* and 
not final_url.keyword: 

*login*





PHP Info Disclosure -  7,972 hits

PHP Info(); function 
disclosure on web root (/)

title: *phpinfo*



ACTUAL SCAN 
FOR EXPOSURES



EXPOSURE SCAN - Step 1



EXPOSURE SCAN - Step 2



#4 Symfony 
Debug



Symfony Debug Mode - 1,261 hits

A Symfony installations 
'debug' interface is 

enabled, allowing the 
disclosure and possible 
execution of arbitrary 

code.

template-id: *symfony*



#5 OpenAPI 
Specification



OpenAPI Specification - 37,426 
hits

Publicly disclosed 
OpenAPI specification for 

REST API endpoints.

template-id: *openapi*



#6 Open AWS 
Buckets



Open AWS Buckets - 5,547 hits

Publicly available AWS S3 
Bucket content with file 

listing.

template-id.keyword: 
*aws-object-listing*



#7 Unauth 
Jenkins 

Dashboard



Unauth Jenkins Dashboard - 693 
hits

Jenkins Dashboard 
without authentication 
resulting in credential 

disclosure, remote code 
execution and more.

template-id.keyword: 
*unauthenticated-jenkin

s* 

*Multiple Jenkins Dashboard instances found within the companies having 10k+ employees



#8 Redis 
Commander



Redis Commander - 693 hits

Unauthenticated Redis 
Commander Panel 
resulting in critical 

information disclosure.

template-id.keyword: 
*redis-commander-expos

ure* 



#9 GraphQL 
Playground



GraphQL Playground - 174 hits

Unauthenticated access 
to GraphQL database and 

introspection through 
GraphQL Playground.

template-id.keyword: 
*graphql-playground* 



#10 Kubernetes 
API & RCE



Kubernetes API & RCE - 110 hits

Unauthenticated access 
to Kubernetes API could 

lead to credential 
disclosure and remote 

code execution.

template-id.keyword: 
*pod* 



CREDENTIAL
EXPOSURES





ONLY REQUEST 
AT /



Google Client ID - 5,786 hits
A Google Client ID is a unique identifier for an application using Google's APIs or 

services. It authenticates the app and specifies its permissions.



Artifactory API Key - 272 hits
JFrog Artifactory is a universal repository manager that supports software packages 
from various programming languages and technologies. An Artifactory API Key is a 
unique token assigned to a user or service account, used for secure authentication 

when accessing Artifactory's repositories and services via its API.



Stripe Secret Key - 162 hits
Stripe is a technology company that provides payment processing software and 
application programming interfaces (APIs) for e-commerce websites and mobile 

applications. A Stripe Secret Key is a secure, confidential token used by businesses to 
authenticate and perform transactions via Stripe's API, ensuring safe and private 

financial operations.



Zapier Webhook Token - 127 hits
Zapier is an online automation tool that connects your favorite apps, such as Gmail, 

Slack, and over 2,000 more. A Zapier Webhook Token is a unique security key used to 
authenticate and secure communications or data transfers between Zapier and other 
services via webhooks. This token ensures that the data exchanged is from a trusted 

source.



OpenAI API Key - 111 hits

OpenAI is an artificial intelligence research lab that develops advanced AI models and 
offers them through an API. An OpenAI API Key is a unique identifier used to 

authenticate and authorize access to OpenAI's API, enabling users to securely interact 
with AI models like GPT-3 and DALL-E.



WHAT ABOUT 
.ENV?



JUST, NO…



JUST, NO…

Abuse request are being sent even though .env file that caused the report 
leaked AWS Access and Secret keys.



WHICH LEFT ME THINKING…

 WHY DON’T WE TAKE 
OFFENSIVE SECURITY MORE 

SERIOUSLY?



THANKS!
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nenad-zaric/

https://twitter.com/ZaricNenad_

nenad.zaric@trickest.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nenad-zaric/
https://twitter.com/ZaricNenad_

